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We would like to express our very special thanks ...

...to the Municipality of Jericho for the invitation to this project;
...to Mrs. Serene Huleileh and her team from the Winter-Festival-Bureau
for the friendly support and to the employees and workers of the
municipality of Jericho for their accompaniment and efforts in solving
many of our problems;
... to the many voluntary helpers for their untiring commitment;
... and last but not least to the inhabitants of Jericho for the friendly and
warm-hearted reception they offered us.

Introduction about Jericho
Jericho is a green oasis in the Jordan Valley, 7 km west of the river Jordan,
10 km north of the Dead Sea and 30 km east of Jerusalem. It lies 250 meters
below sea level and is thus considered to be the lowest city in the world. The
origin of the name "Jericho" is Senpitic. To the Canaanites it meant "the
moon". Jericho is also the oldest City in the world. The ruins of the oldest
civilization discovered in Jericho are 10,000 years old.
The average temperature in January is 8.5 degrees centigrade and the
lowest average annual temperature is 17 degree centigrade. In July and
August the average temperature reaches 37 degrees. The average annual
amount of rainfall is 150 millimeters, and the average annual humidity is
52%.
The amount of rainfall in the Jericho area is less than that of the surrounding
mountains and the coastal regions, thus Jericho area relies entirely for
drinking water and irrigation on subterranean wells and springs such as Bin
al Sultan spring. The source of this water is situated in the distant mountains.
Bin al Sultan has an output of 680 cubic meters an hour and a salinity of 600
fractions of a million. It provides a steady output throughout the year. It is
used equally for household uses as well as for irrigation.
Jericho boasts many archaeological, historical, religious and natural sites
that offer a great variety of interesting visits to the local and international
tourists. However, the neglect on the part of the Israeli authorities following
the 1967 occupation and during the Intifada brought about a deterioration in
the condition of these sites.
Furthermore, the unavailability of information at these sites causes the
limitation of tourism to the old Jericho site, the Qumran site, and maybe the
Hisham Palace site. The richness of Jericho is totally lost to local and foreign
tourists.
Since the Oslo accords and the appointment of a new municipal council for
the city of Jericho, the new council attempted to bring back some of the old
magic to Jericho. Many infrastructure projects were implemented, especially
in relation to the water systems. The Stadium was built, funded by the
Japanese goverment through the UNDP. It offers room for an audience of
6000 and is thus the largest facility in the West Bank and the Gaza%Strip.
My 1998, the city had recovered and it seemed time to organize an event that
would boost tourism in the area, and promote the various aspects and
facilities that Jericho naturally has.

(Text: Jericho Winter Festival - Bureau)

at the police-station
Sliman Mansour/ Palestine

on the way
Eduard Rahs & Andreas Dworak/ Austria
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in the city
Jumana Emil Abboud/ Palestine

In August 1998, the Lord Mayor of Jericho, Mr. Abdul Karim Sidr,
addressed Sliman Mansour, head of the Al Wasiti Art Center, to discuss
how Al Wasiti could contribute to the Jericho Winter Festival. The original
idea of realising a Palestinian Art Exhibition was rejected after closer
consideration. A Mural Painting Project with international participants was
to be carried out instead.
In accordance with the public character of mural paintings, the idea was to
confront the people of Jericho with Palestinian and international
contemporary art and to thus put these works of art up for wide
discussion.
The 1999 Jericho Winter Festival was a pilot project, and we hope that
this festival will continue in the future and for many years to come. Over
the years we would keep adding new murals so that Jericho would
become an ever-expanding open-air art gallery. Hence the Mural Painting
Project in Jericho must be seen from a long-term perspective - which
makes it yet more thrilling and rewarding.
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at the stadium
Mahiro Minato/ Japan

The artists were jointly selected by Sliman Mansour and Doris
Kaiserreiner.
The quality of past works and command of the necessary techniques were
the most decisive factors. Of additional importance was the artist’s
willingness to examine and reflect Jericho’s specific (historical, political,
social, etc.) situation.
In the end, eleven artists from Austria, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway,
Palestine and Sweden took part in the project.

in the Spanish Garden
Erik-Jan Kalkman/ Holland

at the stadium
Tayseer Barakat/ Palestine
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in the Spanish Garden
Jawad Al-Malhi/ Palestine

The finished murals represented a broad variety of styles and subjects.
People's reactions to the realised art works ranged from enthusiasm to
complete misunderstanding, from disappointment to great praise.
This may be considered the project's Achilles heel: lacking mediation
between the artists and the public. Future projects will have to lay more
stress on public relations and will have to emphasize the translation and
interpretation of contemporary art for the Jericho population.
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at the stadium
Nabil Anani/ Palestine

in the Spanish Garden
Gittan Joensson/ Sweden
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“Mvn^ls m Jcridio”
by Tina Sherwell
As part of the International Winter Festival in Jericho eleven artists were invited to produce
murals in the historic city of Jericho. The artists who gathered for this event, came from a
diverse range of backgrounds and countries; among them were representatives from Austria,
Japan, Norway, Sweden, Holland and Palestine.
Mural painting, is a particular art form that enables a wide cross section of the public to access
art. Pdople are able to see the paintings as they go about their everyday lives. With mural paintings,
art is not separated from the public and placed in an exclusive location of the gallery but rather
it inhabits the spaces through which people move thereby encouraging greater contact between
art and the general public.
The International Winter Festival in Jericho provided the opportunity for such an encounter.
The people who came to the town had the chance to watch artists execute their paintings. This,
not only provided a dialogue between artists and their audience, but also gave people the chance
to see the process of how a painting unfolds, and in some ways this dispelled or enhanced the
myths about artistic creativity.
The participating artists were invited to chose any location in the city therefore the art works are
spread through Jericho. In order to see the works one is obliged to travel through the city so
through their choice of spaces the artists have carved out a particular trail through the city by
virtue of the sites of their work.
No two murals are similar in theme or content, in fact there is a wide diversity of expression.
What this suggests is the different ways the artists interpreted the project of creating a mural in
Jericho and what they desired to communicate to their audiences.
Andreas Dworak & Eduard Rahs - (Austrians) for example created an abstract design in a roadside
location. The geometry of this piece seems to want to integrate itself as part of the landscape. In
this case the artist does not desire to impose his art on the space, but rather has created something
that is relatively continues with the environment by choosing to execute a work that is abstract
rather than figurative.
Sliman Mansour, chose a sight at the junction of the city square, and on a building which is the
local police station. He transformed his wall into a multi dimensional space, for his characters to
occupy. A large female Figure flies through the space, while a policeman pears out from the
window. Mansour constantly manipulates our sense of dimension in the organization of the
mural, pulling us into the imaginary space of the painting and then returning us to the dimensions
of the building. As part of the interaction with the local community, Mansour has added to his
painting a portrait of an actual policeman who works in Jericho. Nabil Anani, created a piece
which recalls the historical roo-s of this ancient city, his monumental abstract figures of earthen
hues stroll along the wall of the newly built stadium, and easily take their place in this changing
landscape. While Tayseer Barakat creates a magical dream space through his use of colours and
forms in which children lead one another on an unknown journey while their familiar landscape
fades into the background. His piece is very appropriate for this site of leisure and relaxation.
Jawad Al-Malhi choosing a wall in the newly built park explores the idea of the imagination and
relaxation. His figures float on magic carpet and they seem to echo the spirit of the people who
come especially to this park to wonder and relax. The moon that graces the painting is a reference
to the city’s historic and popular name of medinat el amr (city of moon). While the deep natural
colours reflect the rich earth that is found in the Jericho landscape.
The Japanese artist Mahiro Minato originally arrived with a preconceived idea of what painting
he would execute. However, after learning more about the Palestinian situation, he altered his
idea, and created a monumental work, which deals with the tragedy of the Palestinian situation.
His energetic application of paint and the raw brush strokes, all enhance the message of suffocation
and dissolution that he is trying to communicate. The Swedish artist Gittan Joensson chose to
bring elements of her own culture and history to the park by creating a’representation of a Viking
ship which sails on a lilac sea. The gathering of artists from different parts of the world to
execute paintings in Jericho has given Palestine a collection of contemporary international art.
As Palestine does not yet have a museum of modem international art, the murals in Jericho
provide an opportunity to see the contemporary artwork of different countries as represented in
these wall paintings.
Hopefully the Jericho Winter Festival will become an annual tradition in Palestine for the next
millenium and will see the participation of artists from all around the world.
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Participating artists:
Andreas Dworak & Eduard Rahs - Austria
Eric Jan Kalkman - Netherlands
Gittan Joensson - Sweden
Jawad Al Malhi - Palestine
Jumana Aboud - Palestine
Marianne Holmebakk - Norway
Mahiro Mitano - Japan
Nabil Anani - Palestine
Sliman Mansour - Palestine
Tayseer Barakat - Palestine
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Artist-Address-Liste from mural-painting-projekt in Jericho/Palestine

Gittan Joensson

Vejastigen 17 ,
27238 Brantevik
Sweden

phone: 0046-41422304

Marianne Holmebakk

Mosseveien 191
1170 Oslo
NORWAY

phone: 0047-22299878 (home)
phone&fax: 0047-22375153 (studio)

Jumana Emil Abboud

4/248 Alfawar
She Faram 20200

00972-4-9866426
00972-2-6286561

Eduard Rahs

Girardigasse 10/32
1060 Vienna
AUSTRIA

0043-1-58614846

Andreas Dworak

Kolsihitzkygasse 9-13/7/9
A-1040 Vienna

0043-1-5056111
0043-1-5037120-15
ig.kultur@thing.at

Erik-Jan Kalkman

Kibbutz Sarid
30099 Israel

00972-2-53927694

Mahiro Minato

8-40 Namiki-cho
2chome Kokubunji
Tokyo
185-0005 Japan

0081-042-322-0406 (phone + fax)
fwjh7903@mb.infoweb.ne.jp
www.village.infoweb.ne.jp/~fwjh7903

Slinian Mansour

c/o A1 Wasiti Art Center
Al-Nabee
Shueib Str. 1
P.O. BOX 55157
97200 Jerusalem

00972-2-5822859 phone
00972-2-5817853 fax
alwasiti@rannet.com

Tayseer Barakat

c/o A1 Wasiti Art Center
P O. BOX 55157
97200 Jerusalem

00972-2-2952973
00972-2-2952236

Nabil Anani

c/o A1 Wasiti Art Center
P.O. BOX 55157
97200 Jerusalem

00972-2-2954648

Jawad AI-Malhi

Shofat Ragge Comp.
House 197

00972-2-5825245
00972-2-5825569
00972-52-75555

